
COMMON 
HORSEMAN’S 

KNOTS



THE BOWLINE KNOT
The Bowline knot is most commonly used in situations 
when you would need to safely tie your lead rope around 
your horse’s neck. It is also used sometimes when securing  
a horse to a pole. Set up 2 ends of rope as show. 

Take the black end and cross it V 
the white end.

Pass the white end  
through the black loop.

Pull the ends to tighten. 
You did it!
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THE SQUARE KNOT
The square knot is often the best knot to use when you 
need to tie two ropes or pieces of twine together when you 
don’t want the knot to slip. This also works well when you 
need to tie a broken rope back together.

Set up 2 ends of rope as show. Take the 
black end and cross it V the white end.

Pass the white end through the 
black loop.

Pull the ends to tighten.

You did it!
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THE QUICK  
RELEASE KNOT
The quick release knot (also know as a safety knot) is 
used to safely tie a horse. This is a jerk loose release 
knot that can be pulled loose quickly if a horse pulls 
back and fights the rope.

Drape the rope around the post that 
you want to tie your horse to.

With the end NOT attached to your 
horse, make a loop. 

Flip your loop over the rope 
to the other side 

Pull the loose end under the rope, and 
through your loop, making a 2nd loop.  
Careful not to pull your end all the way 
through, or you will lose your 2nd loop.

Pull the knot tight by pulling the end  
attached to the horse towards you and 
slide the knot towards the post. You did it!
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Congrats on learning a handy skill!  
Now go and tie some knots!


